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Faculty & Staff
Taylor Martin  Thomas Martin  Jacob Martinez  Jeremy Martinez  Grace Maves
Nicholas McClure  Kendall McCullough  Alexander McDowell  Taylor McGill  Adreanna McLaughlin
Erin McPhee  Dalton Melick  Devin Mendez  Faith Meyers  Mitchell Mikhail
Aaron Miller  Autumn Miller  Jesse Mills  Olivia Mills  Trey Mitchell
Not Pictured:
Zachary Battle
Haley McGill
Valter Mihai
Tara Roman
Mason Schafer
Colton Welden
Aaron Winters
Sophomores -
Sophomores Not Pictured:
Ethan Forys
Jared Guenther
Katelyn Hurd
Dakota Kahn
Ashley Prinz
Braxton Quaglio
Xavier Rodriguez
Mitchell Smith
Jacob Trent

Sophomore - Class of 2016
Mary Bergeron  Adam Bhathena  Jacob Black  Hunter Blaker  Maddison Blaska
Austin Boast  Kelsey Bogrow  Benjamin Brehmer  Cameron Brosamer  Kyle Brown
Tyffani Bryan  Jordan Burciaga  Haylee Callison  Kiley Cameron  Joshua Campbell
Jeffrey Case  Danielle Chapman  Monika Chicosky  Giovanni Cianciolo  Kristen Clark

Sophomore - Class of 2016
Lucy Dunn  Ryan Eaton  Ryan Elkins  Michaela Ely  Christopher Fay
Michael Flores  Emily Ford  Margaret Foss  Daniel Frazier  Alexander Frederick
Tanner Fugate  Jordan Fussman  James Gilbey  Justin Gilgallion  Sara Gilson
Matthew Ginter  Gabriel Giovannone  Jaimen Glover  Edward Godin  Kyle Golab

Sophomore - Class of 2016
Austin Hollingsworth
Devin Hopkins
Jordan Howard
Madison Howe
Kathleen Hubbard
Kyle Humphries
Brianne Hunter
Kyle Hunter
Alexander Hurd
Kayli Irvine
Sarah Jacques
Brookelynn Johnson
Richard Johnson
Callie Jones
Andrew Kapnick
Devin Kazmierczak
Matthew Kegerreis
Bethaney Ketola
Abigail Keyser
T.C. Knowles

Sophomore - Class of 2016
Victoria Schreck
Brooke Seegert
Anna Shadley
Alexis Shaft
Morgan Skelton

Lorrin Skrbec
Harley Smith
Isaiah Smith
Michael Smith
Nathaniel Smith

Paige Sparrow
Cierra St. Amour
Jordan Stam
Shelby Starnes
Dillon Steiner

Dylan Stern
Kelsey Stites
Jade Stringer
Samantha Swaney
Arika Tabor

Sophomore - Class of 2016
Class of 2015
Evan Eldred  Andrew Entrup  Rylie Farinha  Olivia Fazekas  Amber Flores  
Edward Ford  Haley Frederick  Madison Gee  Monica Geekie  Emily Gensch  
Alexis Gesinski  Alexander Gilbert  Savana Gilgallon  Alexander Gillen  Jaclyn Goble  
Mariah Guerriero  Bryant Hagemann  Taylor Haggard  Adam Halasz
Sarah Humphries
Vincent Hunter
Kalal Jeffrey
Austin Johnson
Hannah Johnson

Corbin Karle
Sharon Kaska
Elissa Kedziorek
Erica Keller
Adam Kemerer

Connor Kenyon
Alyson Knisel
Cassandra Kohler
Jordan Kreger
Jessica Kusch

James LaFramboise
Courtnie Lama
Ethan LaPlante
Jia Lin

Junior - Class of 2015
Kendra Williams
Hunter Willis
Trevor Willis
Samantha Withrow
Tiffany Wolf
Hailey Wright
Paige Wright
Nicholas Wyatt
Savannah Ziegler

Not Pictured:
Devin Behm
Jacob Blythe
Shania Boyd
Shelley Fox
Kendra Hella
Jackson Kroswek
Jessica Miller
Chelsea Mills
Evan O'Connell
Tyrone Powell
Tyler Robertson
Sierra Roman
Jared Russell
Kandis Stevens
Blaine Stockdale
Christian Sukis
Dilian Trent
John Troyer
Cameron Wyrick
Kayla Buchanan  Tristan Burkhard  Grace Burnett  Travis Byrd
Phillip Carey  Evan Carr  Loran Chapman  Kelly Clarahan
Aaron Clarke  Cameron Clarke  BreAnna Colf  Robert Comar
Kolin Connors  Ryan Cook  Jessica Cory
Benjamin Vannatter
Sarah VanTuyle
Kristin Vescelius
Rachel Wahl
Randy Walch
Kylie Warman
Katelyn Waterbury
Hannah Weatherford
Roberto Welch
Breonna Welter
Jenna White
Megan Whitehead
Jacob Wild
Kenneth Williams
Patrick Williamson

Senior - Class of 2014
Ben Vannatter dives in for a touchdown in the game against Monroe Jefferson.
Fall
Anneka Hart surveys the green to line up her shot.

Carley LaPlant tees off.

Ashley Barth shoots from the rough.

**Equestrian**


Sarah VanTuyle rides saddlesate pattern.

Laura Apolloni is ready for hunt seat showmanship.

Jillian Rebottaro concentrates on her equitation.

Brianna Tramelli waits to begin her western showmanship pattern.

Ashley Kimmitt rides hunt seat bareback.

Equestrian
Collin Trainor, Clinton Olberg, Alex McDowell in the County Preview Race.

Drake Vandenberg runs on the home course.


Lance Wood (left), Trevor Moore (center) and Ray Vigo and Jack Lacasse (right).
Girls Cross Country

Hannah Weatherford wins the County Preview.

Zoe Melnyk cools down after the race.

Nicole Lipnichan and Kelsey Hammer start down the hill.


Katie Kasper (left), Kristina Ziemer (center) and Kristin Randolph (right), keeping pace.
Freshman Football

Damon Hassenzahl rushes for a touchdown.

Michael Litogot takes a hand off.

Coach Stead reminds the quarterback to keep his eyes downfield during the play.

Tecumseh's defense rushes a Saline attack.


Freshman Football

Sideline Cheer performs a stunt during the Lincoln game.

Sideline Cheer lends support during the game against Jefferson.
Grand Marshall, Mr. Mark, driven by Mrs. Spotts, leads the parade.

Freshman Reps.: Devin LaPlante & Bailey Patton.

Senior Reps.: Jake Knepper & Jessica Foss.

Sophomore Reps.: Joey Hilton & Kylie Perkins.

Senior Reps.: Spenser Henry & Haley Richard.

Homecoming King Jake Knepper and Queen Jessica Foss.

Junior Reps.: Joshua Arbini & Kelsey Hammer.

Senior Reps.: Ben Vannatter & Kelly Clarahan.

Senior Reps.: Alex Sharp & Zoe Melnyk.
Monica Geekie helps with the pomping of the float.

Taylor Orr, Mackenzie Foss and Kelsea Kaliszuk paint some final touches on their float logo.

Morgan Skelton throws out candy during the parade.

Amanda Osburn gets to use power tools during float construction. Yikes!

Devin Moore wins the limbo contest for the Senior class during the Pep Rally.

Madame Wilson helps represent exchange students in the parade.

Sophomores compete during the Tug-o-War competition.

The Class of 1978 is honored with a return to the parade.
Freshman Quarterback, Alyssa Halasz, takes the snap from Emily Phelan as Jamie Frick prepares to block.

The Jungle turns out for the Powder Puff games.

Mr. Novak calls the games, assisted by his spotter, Mrs. Novak.

Mackenzie Hawley, after shedding several defenders, moves past Carrie Voll and Harley Whitehead.

Cassie Brown races towards the end zone.
Senior Kylie Warman runs in for a TD, as signaled by teammate Katie Martin.

Sophomore quarterback Madi Howe prepares to pass.

Sophomore Paige Sparrow evades a senior defense of Kelsea Kaliszuk and Abigail Blayer.

Senior receiver Kelsea Kaliszuk leaps high for a complete pass.

Senior Katie Martin takes the snap.
Devin Kazmierczak on trumpet and Joey Serafin on saxophone.

Samantha Dillon, Crystal Scales, Tahlor Clark and Madison Myers at halftime.

Ashley West plays saxophone during a halftime routine.

Sarah Shute concentrates during a flag corps routine.

Crystal Scales plays piccolo during a halftime show.

The Fight Song is played during a football game.

Karlee Marsh doing the backstroke.

Olivia Mills cheers on her teammate and sister, Grace Mills.

Alicia Dusseau comes up for a breath during the breaststroke.

Madison Gee performs a butterfly stroke.
Bradley Arras dribbles ahead.

Konner Linn steps in front of a Chelsea defender on his way toward the goal.

Goalkeeper Cameron Brosamer prepares to kick away after stopping a goal.

Bogar Trout races to intercept the ball from Chelsea.

Aidan Bates anticipates the action.

Gino Cianciolo drives toward the net.


Dylan Handy makes a save.

Jarrett Oldeck drives forward.

Jake Knepper defends against Skyline.

Ben Myers and Nick Wyatt defend against Skyline.

Noah Schoenberger passes the ball down field.
Winter
Emily Phelan delivers an overhead serve during the Annual "Pink Out" game against Adrian.

Celebrating a point, Mackenzie Deters, Danielle Nowak, Faith Meyers, and Emily Phelan show Indian Pride.

Morgan Quintanilla serves the ball in the THS hosted Freshman Tournament.

Kaylee Stewart hits the ball as Miranda Byrd readies herself for a return.

Megan Freitas serves in the season opening THS hosted Volleyball Tournament.

Sarah Darling digs deep as Morgan Ameel looks to help.

Morgan Ameel bumps the ball as Tyffani Bryan looks to assist.


Taylor Hartman returns the ball.

Claire Marks-Wilt with an overhead return.

Girls Junior Varsity Volleyball
Morgan Skelton returns the ball.

Sam Root sets up the ball.

The team celebrates a point.


(Below) Taylor Mareches jumps high for a return.

Hannah Galloway leaps above the net to return the ball, as Olivia Nowak and Taylor Mareches prepare to defend.

(Left) Mackenzie Hawley bumps the ball.
Hannah Swirple on the vault.

Marlena Downs on the beam

Kelsey Bogrow during her floor routine.

Harley Whitehead on the uneven parallel bars.

Bailie Posten executes a dismount from the beam.

Dylan Coleman swims fast against Skyline.

Matt Haeussler demonstrates a breaststroke.

Alex McDowell edges forward with a backstroke.

Austin Boast swims freestyle against Skyline.

Ray Vigo dives in.

Jack Lacasse dives fluidly into the pool.

Collin Eberle in mid-dive.

Bryant Hagemann swims freestyle.
A "High V" ends the routine.

A herkie highlights a cheer routine.

Showing Indian Pride during a choreographed set.

The team gives a cheer during an aerial stunt.

Competitive Cheerleading: Row 1: Tiffany Wolf, Breonna Welter, Megan Whitehead, Grace Burnett, Anna Scherlitz, Ginny Holly, Jazilyn Conner; Row 2: Jessica Rowe, Katie Rafalski, Anna Shadlely, Coach Stephanie Hess, Bethany Ketola, Katie Lape, Haylee Callison.

Haylee Callison performs a stunt in competition.

Girls Competitive Cheer

Devin Moore battles against Hudson for a win.

Drew Marten gets the upper hand against a Saline wrestler.

Richard Azelton takes on a Chelsea opponent in a quad meet.
Landon Pelham goes for a pin.

Tyler MacLachlan wrestles against Hudson.

Kody McCrate breaks out of a hold against Hudson.

Kyle Humphries resumes play after being awarded a point.

Boys Varsity Wrestling
Boys Freshman Basketball: Row 1: 2-Drew Whelan, 10-Jordan Patterson, 23-Jakob Shadley, 13-Kevin Sheats, 1-Kevin Jeffrey; Row 2: Coach Jamie Mossburg, 15-Damon Hassenzahl, 4-Trey Mitchell, 21-Ty Gross, 12-Justin Arbini.

Kevin Sheats dribbles to the basket.

Damon Hassenzahl up for two against Bedford.

Jakob Shadley takes a jump shot over a Saline defense.

Trey Mitchell at the line for a free throw as Coach Mossburg looks on.

Justin Arbini shoots from under the basket.

(LEFT) Sam Benschoter with a jump shot.
(Right) Dylan Smith drives toward the basket.

Tom Mammel passes the ball to the inside.

(Left) Garrett Prieur takes, then shoots.

Jacob Black maneuvers under the basket.
Basketball

Boy Varsity

Ben Vannatter looks to pass.

Silas Rebottaro races after a loose ball against Adrian.

Jimmy Terry changes direction to set up a play.

Nate Coffin looks to pass.

Noah Willett in the lane for a layup.

Boys Varsity Basketball: Row 1: 23-Evan Cadmus, 33-Trevor Willis, 10-Zach Watkins, 22-Jimmy Terry, 20-Nate Coffin, 15-Alex Gillen, 40-Noah Willett; Row 2: Manager Ben Boettcher, 45-Doug Sheats, 25-Silas Rebottaro, 35-Phil Carey, 30-Ben Vannatter, 42-Joshua Arbini, 15-Jeffrey Arnett, Coach Scott Norkey.
Lauren McKowen captured the 2014 Division 2 Girls Singles Bowling State Championship, defeating teammate and two-time State Champion Jordan Richard, who was also joined by Haley Richard as State Medalists.
Boys Bowling: Row 1: Tevon Hastings, Eric Diehl, Justin Murphy, Levi Masse; Row 2: Daniel Frazier, Jacob Randolph, Bradley Duncan, Devin Hopkins, Alex Hurd; Row 3: Coach Jason Rapaich, Charles Downey, Evan Eldred, Cody Wilkins, Jarrett Oldeck, Coach Eric Wigner.

Levi Masse on the approach.

Evan Eldred on a follow through.

Tevon Hastings lines up his approach.

Jarrett Oldeck releases the ball in a match against Saline.
Jordan Richard, two-time State Champion, on the approach.


Savanna Murry aims for a strike.

2014 Girls Bowling State Champion Lauren McKowen follows through.

Kayla Wild bowls against Saline.

Haley Richard delivers.
Senior Reps.: Claire Coscarelli & Ryan Bogrow

Freshman Reps.: Olivia Mills & Nicholas Rutledge

Senior Reps.: Anneka Hart & Ben Vannatter

Sophomore Reps.: Bailie Posten & Joshua Campbell

TICWSS Queen Carley LaPlant & TICWSS King Kyle LaGore

Senior Reps.: Katie Kasper & Patrick Beguhn

Junior Reps.: Keirstin Prochaska & Alexander Gillen

TICWSS (Tecumseh Indians Celebrate Winter Sports Season)
The Juniors (above left) and the Seniors (above right) battle in the annual Tug-O-War spirit event.

Mr. Mossburg leads the Spirit Cheer competition between the classes.

Jessica Foss leads the Pep Assembly during TICWSS week.

Tyffani Bryan participates in a TICWSS Game.

Levi Masse, Wyatt Anderson, Kaitlynn VanDaele, and Victoria Tinsley add percussion emphasis to the Pep Rally.

TICWSS (Tecumseh Indians Celebrate Winter Sports Season)
Megan Freitas sails in for a layup past an Ypsilanti defense.


Mackenzie Deters goes in for a layup as Paige Sparrow blocks the defense.

Albany LaGore passes the ball past Dexter.

Emily Phelan drives toward the basket.

Kara Warman lines up for a free throw.

Girls Junior Varsity Basketball

Kayla Kormos drives to the hoop. Olivia Mills shoots from outside. Morgan Skelton shoots from under the backboard.

Katie Martin breaks through a defensive line. Carley LaPlant looks to pass. Madison Tedora sets up a play.
Spring
Sports
Jamie Frick moves the ball down field against Adrian.


Mithra Tollner blocks a Dexter Dreadnaught attack.

Julie Tedora dribbles against Dexter.

Kiley Cameron passes the ball.

Claire Marks-Wilt displays some fancy footwork maneuvering the ball past the Dexter defense.
Olivia Nowak takes control of the ball in a match against Lincoln Consolidated Schools.

Allison O’Leary on an offensive drive.


Katie Waterbury dribbles the ball down field against Adrian.

Maggie Ross maneuvers the ball around an Adrian defender.

Madi Howe sends the ball through a line of Lincoln defenders.

Tanner Fugate delivers a pitch from the mound.

Dylan Smith eager to field a play.

Jakob Shadley snags an infield ball.

Nate Smith is ready to bunt.

Jordan Patterson steps into his pitch.

Boys Junior Varsity Baseball
(Right) Ben Vannatter makes a great catch.

First baseman Jeremy Hatfield moves into position.

(Right) Phil Carey throws a fast ball. (Inset: Phil Carey winds up for the pitch.)


Shortstop Sam Benschoter moves in for a play.
Paige Sparrow pitches against Blissfield.

Grace Maves waits for her pitch.

Carrie Voll fouls the ball on a tip.

Paige Otto smiles as she trots home after a home run.

Whitney Hite leads off from first anticipating an opportunity to steal second.

Kayla Kormos pitches against Adrian in the District Championship.


Kelsea Kaliszuk snags a pop up in the infield.

Maggie Foss catches a fly ball with style.

Anneka Hart pitches in the State Semi-Final game.

Katie Martin looks to the dugout for a sign.

Boys Track & Field
Naydean Othman hands off a baton to Hannah Galloway during a relay.

Rachel Sanders launches a shot in the shot put event.

Hannah Swirlpe propels herself skyward in the pole vault.

Kristina Ziemer sails forward in the long jump.

Nicole Lipnichan leads her leg of a relay.


Missing from photo: Marie Strohschein and Ashley Kimmitt.

Adam Halasz lines up a putt on the green.

Drew Kapnick watches his shot from the edge of the green.

Ray Vigo & Joe Figurski on the practice green.

Max Benedict chips a shot from the sand trap.
Girls' Varsity Lacrosse Team:

Girls Varsity Lacrosse

Nick Kuenzer sets up a pass.

Alex Humphrey takes on three Dexter Dreadnaughts.

Conner Palm anticipates the action coming his way.

Robert Miller faces off against Dexter.

Justin Breitenwischer advances the ball against Dexter.

Boys Junior Varsity Lacrosse

Defender Michael Birt carries the ball forward.

Goalkeeper Tyler Hooper defends the net.

Alex Gilbert carries the ball ahead.

Shane Lewandowski circles around a Dexter defender.

Defenders Bret Smalt (12) and Travis Byrd (14) work hard against Penfield.
Jade Stinger, Samantha Sweney and Sammi Wood enjoy time at the Prom.

Jayna Maihle poses for a photo.

Front (l-r): a Madison student; Sammi Wood. Back (l-r): Jayna Maihle, Jade Stinger, Samantha Sweney, and Mrs. Miller, attend the Madison County wide InterActive Prom.

Emilee Curtis-Clark dances with a friend.

InterActive Prom
The High School Special Olympics Team and SAAC.

The band plays for the opening ceremonies of the local Special Olympics competition.

Students compete in the Special Olympics.
Members of the Company wait to start the show.

Leah Marsh duets with Clinton Olberg during "Like A Prayer".

Company finishes Jai Ho, a show choir opening number.

Stacia Serafin solos during the Final Edition.

Michaela Ely and Sarah Marsh perform "It's Time".
Dave Raines, accompanist for the THS Choirs.

Ashlyn Harden & Kristin Randolph during a Festival Chorale number.

A dedicated Katie Martin joins the concert in uniform immediately following her softball game.

All choirs combine for a final song.

Leah Marsh, Mithra Töllner, & Felecia Easterday performs with the Associates.

Front (l-r): Hunter Willis, Sarah Kelly, Sarah Hodgman, Back (l-r): Wyatt Anderson and Jake Knepper.

Vocal Music
Michelle Roberts, Jessica Cory, and Gabe Lopez play violins.

Erin Shadley plays the cello.

Justin Kusch and Kiley Cameron play violins during the band orchestra concert.

Drew Marten and Leah Wathen.

Jessica Keller plays the violin.

Rachel Wahl plays a viola.

Anna Shadley plays the violin.

Justin Kusch, T.C. Knowles, and Katie Hubbard receive music awards.
Mr. Bough conducts a combined band-orchestra concert.

Tevon Hastings, Sabrina Michaelson and Ariel Sears play their French Horns.

Crystal Scales on flute and Jaclyn Goble on clarinet.

James LaFramboise in the percussion section.

Tahlor Clark plays clarinet during a concert.
Art
Morgan Ameel
Logan Autrey
Hannah Betzoldt
Nathan Brady
Shelby Day
Kaatlin Dillon
Anna Fabbri
Zerena Griffith
Ashley Hull
Carter Lich
Taylor Orr
Paige Sparrow

Life Skills and Family & Consumer Science
Emily Gensch
Jana Heineking
Madison Howe
Jacob Knepper
Carter Lich
Birte Mütter
Courtney Steger
Alexander Thomas
Kristin Vescelius
Bianna Wiemer

Virtual Academy
Zachary Davison
Evan Eldred
Justin Gilgallon
Spencer Martelle
Kendra Sloan
Erin Ulecki
Trevor Young
Chelsea Zeipekis

Physical Education & Health
Richard Azelton
Kelsey Bogrow
Cassandra Brown
Tristan Burkhard
Evon Cadmus
Phil Carey
Nicholas Cowen
Sarah Darling
Mackenzie Deters
Cullen Haesler
Dylan Handy
Kailah Hardy
Bailey Kachenmeister
Justin Kusch

Carleen LaPlant
Shane Lewandowski
Nicole Lipnichan
Rebecca Mammel
Kaatlin Martin
Mitchell Meger
Morgan Monahan
Alexander Mukensturm
Danielle Nowak
Olivia Nowak
MiKayla Rosenberg
Patrick Thrasher
Bianna Tramel
Conor Urban

Business & Computer Technology
Miranda Bartel
Aidan Bates
BreAnna Colf
Jessica Cory
Matthew Haeussler
Christopher Kuenzer
Madeline Lee
Abigail Marko
Kylie Perkins
Anna Scherlitz
Erin Shadley
Patrick Thrasher
Elijah VanderSand
Kristina Zieme

Science
Justin Arbini
Jacob Bauman
Kayla Benjamin
Cameron Brosamer
Cassandra Brown
Tyffani Bryan
Claire Burnett
Haylee Callison
Tahlor Clark
BreAnna Colf
Spencer Cowen
Cristian Dorobantu
Leo Findley
Margaret Foss
Megan Freitas
Crystal Gehr
Jonathon Gray
Haleigh Grewahn
Courtney Herron
Sarah Hodgman
Kayli Irvine

Andrew Kapnick
Devin Kazmierczak
Sarah Kelly
Alyson Knisel
Jordan Kreger
Daniel Kurtz
Albany LaGore
Kendall Lam
Katie Lape
Carleen LaPlant
Corey Larsen
Abigail Marko
David Marsh
Karlee Marsh
Sarah Marsh
Katlin Martin
Kendall McCullough
Mitchell Meger
Zoe Melnyk
Illyanna Mensah
Andrew Morgan

Benjamin Myers
Jacob Packard
Conner Palm
Steven Polchinski
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October 2013
Art – Alexis Mauricio, Nathan Brady
Business – Drake Vandenberg, Bailey Horn
English – Kaley Powell, David Marsh
Health & Phys. Ed. – Paige Sparrow, Alex Mukensturm
Life Skills – Carter Lich, Jacob Knepper
Math – Albany LaGore, Megan Freitas
Music – Cassidy Behnke, Devin Kazmierczak
Science – Claire Burnett, Austin Boast
Social Studies – Destiny Torres, Wade Ondrovick
Virtual Academy – Chelsea Zeipekis, Matthew Ginter
World Language – Ben Myers, Tahlor Clark

November 2013
Art – Emily Shock, Hunter Beyer
Business – Kara Warman, Lucas Marston
English – Kendra Williams, Soenke Tilgner
Health & Phys. Ed. – Katherine Bartenslager, Mitch Meger
Life Skills – Kristin Vescelius, Sarah Darling
Math – Madison Howe, Justin Kusch
Music – Kiley Cameron, Benjamin Lige
Science – Mackenzie Deters, Corey Larsen
Social Studies – Sara Gilson, Ryan Eaton
Virtual Academy – Madison Gee, Gage Cupp
World Language – Alexis Shaft, Nicholas Rutledge

December 2013
Art – Taylor Orr, Hannah Betzoldt
Business – Miranda Bartel, Jacob Hilton
English – Anna Scherlitz, Adam Kemerer
Health & Phys. Ed. – Monika Chicosky, Conor Urban
Life Skills – Emily Gensch, Samuel Hall
Math – Savannah Ziegler, Dylan Coleman
Music – Alexis Miettinen, Zachary Witte
Science – Courtney Steger, Grant Anschuetz
Social Studies – Kelsey Hammer, Nicholas Cowen
Virtual Academy – Kara Warman, Nathan Mueller
World Language – Caleb Quass, Sara Gilson
January 2014

Art – Elyssa Hedrick, Carter Lich
Business – Anna Swindle, Daniel Kurtz
English – Leah Wathen, Derek Martin
Health & Phys. Ed. – Alexis Aton-Jacopelli, Shane Lewandowski
Life Skills – Jana Heineking, Carter Clarke
Math – Morgan Ameel, Benjamin Russell
Music – Savannah Ziegler, Patrick Beguhn
Science – Courtney Herron, Kendall McCullough
Social Studies – Kendall Lam, Devin Mendez
Virtual Academy – Anna Scherlitz, Brandon Quigley
World Languages – Kayli Irvine, Corey Larsen

February 2014

Art – Emily Ford, Jarrett Oldeck
Business – Keisha Batra, Justin Breitenwischer
English – Paige Wright, Nathan Brady
Health & Phys. Ed. – Madison Gee, Kaleb Tabor
Life Skills – Maia Coker, Alexander Thomas
Math – Jillian Rebottaro, Kellie Purkey
Music – Tatum Harvey, Dylan Coleman
Science – Sarah Marsh, Corbet Tosh
Social Studies – Cierra St. Amour, Charles Downey, Jacob Packard
Virtual Academy – Grace Mills, Justin Gilgallon
World Language – Claire Walsh, Kendall McCullough

March 2014

Art – Abigail Blayer, Ryan Bogrow
Business – Maija Jäntti, Cristian Dorobantu
English – Tricia Calkins, Jeffrey Arnett
Health & Phys. Ed. – Mackenzie Deters, Oliver Autrey
Life Skills – Mithra Töllner, Courtney Steger
Math – Mary Bergeron, Steven Polchinski
Music – Samantha Swaney, Samuel Anklin
Science – Jordan Kreger, Justin Fetters
Social Studies – Ashley Hull, Soenke Tilgner
World Language – Faith Meyers, Damon Hassenzahl

April 2014

Art – Gabrielle Downing, Morgan Ameel
Business – Abby Janeczek, Jacob Brazil
English – Heather Lee, Alexander Sharp
Health & Phys. Ed. – Ann Kossey, Kyle LaGore
Life Skills – Hye Yeon Lee, Miranda Ries
Math – Tyffani Bryan, Illyanna Mensah
Music – Victoria Schreck, Brian Kreps
Science – Claire Burnett, Daniel Kurtz
Social Studies – Kolin Connors, Marissa Valdez
Virtual Academy – Renee Armstrong, Brandon Russell
World Language – Caroline Roehm, Devin Mendez

May 2014

Art – Chloe Stitt, Sara Holgate
Business – Taylor Orr, Trevor Moore
English – Jana Heineking, Paul Mallory
Health & Phys. Ed. – Carrie Voll, Aaron Luci
Life Skills – Amanda Zajechowski, Landon Worsham
Math – Jessica Cory, Kyle LaGore
Music – Michaela Ely, Erik Skoog
Science – Sydney Walsh, Alexander Fazekas
Social Studies – Mariah Guerriero, Adam Kemerer
Virtual Academy – Tyffani Bryan, John Grayson
World Language – Courtney Herron, Adam Shelby

Students of the Month
(Above, left) Graduates adjust their caps before the ceremony, (center) Anneka Hart delivers a speech, (right) Jessica Keller poses for the big day, (below) the male graduates assembled.
KIWANIS SENIORS OF THE MONTH

September 2013 – Kelsey Randolph, Matthew Haeussler
October 2013 -- McKenna Schoenberger, Nicole Cote
November 2013 – Morgan Monahan, Ben Shaw
December 2013 – Carleen LaPlant, Benjamin Myers
January 2014 – Anneka Hart, Jacob Knepper
February 2014 – Elizabeth Becker, Jessica Cory
March 2014 – Mackenzie Foss, Keisha Batra
April 2014 – Jessica Foss, Alexander Sharp

(Above) Alec Blaker and (right) Jacob Baker in the processional down the Great Hall, (far right) Ben Myers demonstrates osmosis as a speech learning technique, (below) the female graduates assembled.
Maija Jäntti  
Finland

Erik Skoog  
Sweden

Felix Ramstedt  
Sweden

Hye Yeon Lee  
Korea

Jana Heineking  
Germany

Marie Strohschein  
Germany

Soenke Tilgner  
Germany

Birte Möter  
Germany

Mithra Töllner  
Germany

Foreign Exchange Students
Dear Allie,
Ten years ago you gave me this poem and picture for mother’s day. I’ll never forget the pride I saw in your eyes or the great big hug that followed. As you know, it has been on my wall ever since. I cannot tell you how many times I have read it in the past years, I have it memorized. It’s a true treasure for me. I also, cannot tell you how much pride I have for you as I watched you grow into a beautiful young woman you have become.
You have always been a very independent person with a very easy going personality. Not many things can get you down. As you tackled the everyday challenges of growing up you had the typical ups and downs, but you were always very determined to handle most of this on your own. This has made you into a very strong young lady, who I believe will handle anything and everything that will come your way. I’m so excited to see you take on the next chapter in your life. I know there is nothing that will stop you.
This is my version of your poem I want to dedicate to you:

Dear Allie,
I will love you forever,
Forever you will be
One of my most beautiful daughters
Who means everything to me.
I thought of sending you a special gift,
just for you from me,
But I’d rather share these pictures for all the world to see.
Love you, Mom

Dear Smalls,
Congratulations! I am so proud of you and can’t wait to see what’s up next for you. No matter what you do I know it will be amazing because of your determination and strength. Go get ‘em!
Love, Amanda

Smalls,
Congrats! Now real life, real memories, and the real fun begins.
Love, Lys

Allie,
Congrats! I hope you have the time of your life in college because, as you know, four years can go by fast. Just live your life with no regrets and always do your best and success will follow. Have fun at Siena! Go Saints!
Love, Ashley

Dear Mom
I will love you forever,
Forever you will be
The most wonderful mother.
You mean everything to me,
I thought of buying you flowers
In the usual way,
But I knew you would prefer
A FOREVER bouquet!

Love, Allie
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